Experimental studies of mechanisms involved in methods demonstrating axonal and terminal degeneration.
Factors influencing the consistency and specificity of the staining of neuronal degeneration products were studied in brain sections by varying systematically the composition of solutions used in the steps which are common to the degeneration methods. The formation of nuclei of metallic silver was determined either by physical development of 110Ag, after dissolving reducible silver by acetic acid. In degenerating axons metallic silver nucleic are formed by their own reducing groups in the first (acid) and in the second (alkaline) impregnating bath. The first impregnation turned out to be sufficient to produce complete staining of degenerating axons. The reducing capacity of normal axons and myelin can be suppressed by oxidation or by lowering the pH of the impregnating solution. Degenerating axon terminals are not able to reduce silver ions in either of the impregnating baths. Rather, the metallic silver nuclei initiating their staining are formed in the Nauta reducer by interaction of its reducing agent (formol) with silver ions which had been trapped in the tissue during the impregnation. Thus the nuclei are enlarged to microscopic visibility by a nonstandardized physical developer coming about from the Nauta reducer and the silver ions transferred with the sections. In this reaction catalytic sites in degenerating terminals as well as ammonium ions and the alkali reserve of the tissue play an important role. On the basis of the present results it was possible to stabilize the conditions for staining degenerating axons and degenerating axons terminals in two separate staining procedures detailed in following papers.